There are some researches indicating the presence of Tai Yor or Lao Nyo or Nyo speakers in the Aranyaprathet district, Sa
Introduction
The suggestion that there are Nyo speakers in the southeastern part of Thailand and in the northwestern part of Cambodia is somewhat surprising. These places are very far from the Nyo's homeland in Khammouan village, in the Khamkeut district of Bolikhamxay province in Lao PDR and quite far from their Nyo relatives in Tha Uthen district of Nakhon Phanom province and Nyo in the Kantharawichai district of Maha Sarakham province in the northeastern part of Thailand. 2 The Nyo language in the southeastern part of Thailand (i.e. in the Aranyaprathet district of Sa Keaw province) which is related to Nyo in Cambodia has been described by Srivisithkul (1986) and Nilchinda (1989) . The Nyo in the Banteay Meanchey province, which is located in the northwestern part of Cambodia, was mentioned in Schliesinger (2011a ) but based on linguistic evidence they are in fact speakers of a Lao dialect. For convenience I will refer to them as Lao Nyo in this paper.
Habitats of Lao Nyo in Cambodia and Thailand
According to Schliesinger (2011b: 106) It was mentioned in Srivisithkul (1986: 47) 
Objectives
The objectives of this paper are first to prove that the Lao Nyo speakers do not speak either Nyo or Yo but in fact speak Lao and secondly to propose some explanations as to why these speakers tend to identify themselves as Nyo.
Gathering Data of Lao Nyo
To get the linguistic data of Lao Nyo in Cambodia a tone checklist of 60 items from Gedney (1972) , a word list of 1,140 items from Li (1977) Srivisithkul (1986) and Nilchinda (1989) .
Comparison of Nyo, Yo, Lao Nyo and Lao
To prove that Lao Nyo is neither Nyo nor Yo, the most salient features that occur in Nyo and Yo but which cannot be found in Lao Nyo and Lao have been selected. There are four points of linguistic evidence to be compared: 1) -the developments of their tone boxes; 2) -the vowels developed from proto Tai *əï,*eï,*oï ; 3) -the consonants developed from proto Tai *kw, *khw, *xw *ɣw; and 4) -the lexical items found in Nyo that cannot be found in Lao Nyo and Lao.
Tone Boxes
In order to assess whether that the tone box of Lao Nyo is a Lao tone system, the criteria proposed by Chamberlain (1975: 50) has been adopted.
Chamberlain used the changes of proto Tai consonants, tone split and tone merger as the criteria to classify Southwestern Tai (SWT) dialects into 4 groups as shown in Chart I.
According to Chamberlain's criteria the proto Tai voiced stops became voiceless unaspirated stops in the P group, and became voiceless aspirated stops in PH group. The split of *A in the PH group can be either 123-4, 1-234 or 1-23-4. The PH group is sub-divided depending on the splitting pattern of *BCD and the merger of the B and the DL column.
Another criterion pointed out in Tingsabadh (1982: 485) has also been adopted. Tingsabadh mentioned that the salient characteristics of tone merger in many Lao dialects is the merger of C1=DL123 and C234=DL4.
The tone box of Nyo in Tha Uthen village, Tha Uthen district, Nakhon Phanom province is from my own field study for this paper as shown in Figure 1 The tone box of Nyo in Tha Khonyang village, Kantharawichai district, Maha Sarakham province is from my own field study for this paper as shown in Figure 2 . Its pattern of split or merger of proto-Tai tones is identical with the tone box of Na Kang Nyo mentioned in Chamberlain (1984: 72) . Its tone split in A is 123-4, in BCD is 123-4 and tone merger is B=DL. Therefore, it is classified in the same group as Siamese, Phu Tai, Neau and Phuan. The tone boxes of Sakon Nakhon Yo were studied thoroughly in Koowatthanasiri (1981) . Their tone boxes are the same as Yo in Taw Ngoy village, Muang district, Sakon Nakhon province mentioned in Chamberlain (1984: 78) as shown in Based on Chamberlain's (1975) and Tingsabadh's (1982) Consonants developed from Proto-Tai *kw, *khw *xw, *ɣ ɣ ɣ ɣw
Proto-Tai *kw, *khw, *xw and *ɣw became kw-, khw-, khw-and khw-respectively in Sakon Nakhon Yo but became k-, kh-, kh-and kh-in Tha Uthen Nyo, Lao Nyo Vientiane Lao and Luang Prabang Lao. Up to this point, based on the phonological development from Proto-Tai, it can be shown confidently that Lao Nyo is neither Nyo, or Yo.
Lexical Difference
There are two words in Tha Uthen Nyo which cannot be found in Sakon Nakhon Yo, Lao Nyo and Luang Prabang Lao. 
Explanation for the ethnonym Lao Nyo
Based on the evidence shown above it can be concluded that the Lao Nyo are neither Nyo nor Yo, they speak a dialect of Lao, which begs the question: why does this group use the ethnonym of as Lao Nyo or Nyo? Is it possible that in former times their ancestors spoke Nyo, and then they shifted their language to Lao because it had been influenced by Lao language in this area? This is not probable because it is estimated in Schliesinger (2011a: 316) that there are only 700 Lao speakers, but there are 10,000-15,000 Lao Nyo speakers in Banteay Meanchey province.
In a discussion of the terms Nho and Yo, Chamberlain states:
This ethnonym or its non-nasalized, fricative, or affricated variants, is found to range from Thanh-Hoa through Ngê-An, Khammouan, Nakhon Phanom, and Sakon Nakhon. The Yo (dzoo) of Muang Sen belongs to the P group but PT /*kh/ has changed to /h/ as in Phu Tai and some Northern Branch languages. The Yo (nhoo) of Sakon Nakhon has a Lao tone system, with only four tones on smooth syllables as in Khorat and Kaleung. The Nho (nhoo) of Tha Uthen in Nakhon Phanom and the Nho of Na Kang in Khammouan are both PH group languages, but with somewhat different tone systems. The Yo (Yo͎ ) mentioned by Robequain (1929) from Thanh-Hoa would appear to be yet another different dialect judging from the vocabulary items which he cites. Finally, the Muang Sen informant stated that what he calls Yo is also to be found in Cưa-Rao, Khe Bo, Con Cương, situated along the Sông Ca river, and in Qui Chau. The origin of the term is still a mystery as it could conceivably come from a wide variety of sources. (Chamberlain 1984: 75) In the opinion of the researcher, the term Lao Nyo or Nyo, which has been adopted by the Lao in Aranyaprathet district and in Ou Chrov district, could have been the exonym which outsiders used to name them, and later they adopted this name as their own ethnonym. It is probable that those outsiders or the Thai speakers in the area recognized that the Lao Nyo accent is different from Lao (Isan Thai) but is similar to the Nyo accent, therefore, they called this Lao dialect Lao Nyo. Consider the tone boxes of Tha Uthen Nyo and Lao Nyo again in Figure 7 However, it is not possible to postulate whether Nyo in Tha Sala is Lao, Nyo or Yo since there is lack of other evidence, especially the development of proto-Tai *əï, *eï, *oï , and *kw, *khw, *xw, *ɣw and some lexical items in this dialect.
Conclusion
Based on the evidence of the development of tone system, vowel diphthongs, consonant clusters and vocabulary, the Lao Nyo in Ou Chrov district, Banteay Meanchey province, Cambodia is neither Nyo nor Yo but is actually Lao. This paper proposes that the ethnonym of the Lao Nyo was its exonym, given to the group by outsiders or Thai speakers in the area. Later the Lao speakers in Banteay Meanchey have adopted this exonym to be their own autonym.
/k/ represents a voiceless unaspirated velar stop [k] when it occurs as an initial
